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"O" Floor - Indoor - App Compatible

Elemental

ESPECIFICACIONES

CÓDIGO PRODUCTO: T073030APP

CARACTERíSTICAS

DIMENSIONES

FUENTES DE LUZ INCLUIDAS

IP44

LUMINARIA

Potencia (W): 43W—

Flujo Luminoso (lm): 1830lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 56%—

Efficacy: 42.55lm/W—

CRI: 90—

Notas

Plug IP44

“O” is an essential element that, when switched off, frames

nature and suggests perspectives, an unobtrusive object in

space that does not alter environmental balances. Its

controlled and comfortable light emission can be adjusted

with sensors and with the Artemide App to ensure focused

operation, thus preventing waste and respecting the circadian

cycles of all animal and plant species. 

Introduced in 2018 both floor and suspended outdoor

versions, it is a perfect lighting also for indoor use thanks to a

cabled option that allows easy relocation. Also in this case

the IP degree of protection is still suitable for outdoor use. Its

lightness is not just formal: its thin aluminium profile is an

element of its own, which can be moved wherever necessary,

allowing multiple uses, and creating a pleasant ambiance

anywhere with its soft, non-glaring light. “O” is developed in

the original 90-cm diameter version, as well as in a smaller,

45-cm and bigger 150-cm versions featuring all the

characteristics of the original one. “O” is thus a

comprehensive family of elements creating dynamic

lightscapes.

Código del artículo: T073030APP—

Color: Black—

Instalación: Pie—

Material: Aluminium, Silicone diffuser—

Serie: Design Collection, Architectural Outdoor—

Entorno de uso: Exterior—

diseño: Elemental—

Longitud: cm 91.3—

Altura: cm 92.2—

Diámetro: cm 90—

Longitud base: cm 46.5—

Ancho base: cm 15.1—

Categoría: Led—

Numero: 1—

Potencia (W): 35W—

Temperatura de Color (K): 3000K—

CRI: 90—
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ACCESORIOS

Device for switching and controlling Artemide App

products. Max N.3 inputs for external push

buttons. Mains power supply required. To be

installed inside flush mounting boxes or junction

boxes. DV1080APP

PRODUCT DATA SHEET PRODUCT CODE: T073030APP


